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Abstract: The frequency range of the terahertz (THz) band is usually defined as
0.3~3.0 THz, and some scholars have also extended it to 0.1~10 THz. THz tech-
nology has the characteristics of low photon radiation energy and rich spectrum
information, and the THz band contains the vibration and rotation resonance fre-
quencies of many material macromolecules, which can realize fingerprint detec-
tion. Therefore, THz technology has great academic value and a wide range of
applications in basic research and applied science. Application prospects, such
as THz spectroscopy technology provides a new means for studying the interac-
tion between electromagnetic waves and matter, and its application in sensing has
also penetrated into semiconductors, biology and medicine and health, homeland
security, food quality control and environmental testing and other major fields.
This paper proposes a novel patch antenna structure for the THz communication.
The proposed antenna is designed on a polyimide substrate and graphene. The
prominent feature of this antenna is that the radiation performance is does not
deteriorates when tuning the frequency points. The frequency is controlled
through a bias electrical field and not the conventional electronic switch. Theore-
tical analysis is performed for frequency-tuning and the equivalent circuit model
is utilized to determine the input impedance. Simulation results show that the pro-
posed THz antenna operates in the wideband THz with high gain and radiation
efficiency.
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1 Introduction

For a long time, the development maturity of THz technology is far behind the microwave and infrared
bands on both sides of this band. People call this phenomenon the THz gap. The reason is that the technology
used to generate and detect THz radiation is relatively immature, and there is still a lack of stable, efficient,
and compact THz radiation sources under room temperature working conditions, especially 0.5 to 2.0 THz,
an extremely important band in THz applications [1–3]. THz is located in the middle of the microwave and
infrared bands in the electromagnetic spectrum, and has certain characteristics of microwave and light waves.
Therefore, the generation of THz radiation can start from both the electronics technology based on the
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microwave band and the photonics technology based on the infrared band. Although higher power THz
radiation can be generated based on vacuum electronics or plasma electronics technology, most of these
radiation sources have limitations, such as only generating low-frequency THz waves with a narrow
bandwidth and requiring large electron accelerators (such as free electrons) [4,5]. Laser or synchrotron
radiation source), it is difficult to adapt to the needs of THz research in ordinary laboratories. Although
the frequency of the electronic signal can be gradually amplified from low frequency to high frequency
by using a multi-stage amplifier, its output power will drop rapidly as the frequency increases, such as the
products of Virginia Diodes Inc. At present, high-frequency (greater than 1.0 THz) or broadband THz
radiation is mainly achieved through optical-based methods [6,7].

There are many principles for generating THz radiation based on optical methods, and the representative
ones are photoconductive effect and nonlinear optical difference frequency [8,9]. The photoconductivity
effect is that the pump light with photon energy greater than the semiconductor forbidden band width is
incident on the semiconductor to generate electron-hole pairs. These carriers generate a photo-generated
current under the action of an external direct current (DC) bias, and then radiate THz wave. However, the
principle of generating THz radiation by nonlinear optical difference frequency is relatively simple, and
only a material with a strong second-order nonlinear optical coefficient is needed. Since the femtosecond
laser pulse appears as a function with Gaussian distribution in the frequency domain, when a
femtosecond laser pulse with a larger power density is incident on a nonlinear material, optical fibers will
pass through the nonlinear optical material between any two frequencies. The difference frequency effect
eventually produces a THz radiation covering a wide frequency range, which appears as a pulse signal in
the time domain. This process is also called the optical rectification effect, because its final effect is to
extract the envelope of the femtosecond laser pulse, which is similar to the optical rectification
phenomenon in second-order nonlinear optics. In order to improve the efficiency of THz radiation, it is
usually necessary to match the propagation speed of femtosecond laser pulses in nonlinear materials (the
group speed of the pump light) with the generated THz radiation. Dual-wavelength continuous-wave
pump light can also produce continuous-wave THz radiation through the nonlinear difference frequency
effect, but it is necessary for both lasers to have a large power density, so as to produce localities related
to the frequency difference of the dual-wavelength laser in the nonlinear material. Polarization intensity
of the domain. Using this polarization intensity as a THz radiation source can produce continuous wave
THz radiation, the frequency of which can be adjusted simply by the frequency difference between the
two lasers [10].

Terahertz communication has the advantages of large transmission capacity and good directionality.
With the rapid development of terahertz sources and terahertz detectors, terahertz radiation has received
more and more attention [11]. The application of terahertz bands in airborne communications, radio
astronomy and other fields has greatly promoted the development of terahertz antenna research [12]. At
the same time, the number of wireless communication devices is increasing rapidly, and higher
requirements are placed on channel capacity. Based on frequency adjustable antennas, by tuning the
frequency range, the antenna can maintain good radiation performance.

Graphene has excellent electrical, thermal and mechanical properties, and has received more and more
attention in recent years [13,14]. Graphene has many advantages in terahertz antenna applications, such as
miniaturization, mechanical flexibility and dynamic adjustability [15,16]. Various designs of antennas
structures were proposed that are based on with metasurface planar feeding structure [17], leaky-wave slit
dipole structure [18], multiple patch cells structure [19], WBAN-THz structure [20], synthesized photonic
bandgap substrate using BPSO [21] and On-chip catadioptric THz lens antenna [22].

Affected by the heating effect and skin depth, metals have poor radiation performance and serious ohmic
loss in the terahertz frequency band, while graphene has stable physical and mechanical properties, which
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can meet the needs of high-frequency performance [23,24]. In this paper, by designing an equivalent circuit
model based on the graphene antenna, the relationship between the graphene characteristics and the antenna
resonance frequency is found, and the relationship curve between the graphene chemical potential and the
antenna resonance frequency is obtained, so as to obtain a more convenient method. To predict the
radiation characteristics of the antenna. The antenna proposed in this paper has a simple structure, no
parasitic elements and electronic devices, is not restricted by electrical switches and the feasible
fabrication method at micro-manufacturing level which is deployed by literature [25–30] has been
utilized. Compared with the previous research [31], the designed antenna has better performance in terms
of gain, wide bandwidth and radiation efficiency.

2 Fundamental

2.1 Graphene Surface Conductivity

Graphene surface conductivity The surface conductivity of graphene plays an important role in the
antenna frequency shift use.

Since the thickness of graphene is ultra-thin, it can be modeled by the surface conductivity σs.

When the lateral size of the structure is greater than 100 nm, the edge effect can be ignored. Therefore,
when the voltage is biased, the surface conductivity of the graphene layer can be expressed by the Kubo
formula [12–13] as
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whereω = 2 πf is the angular frequency, f is the frequency; Γ is the scattering rate; μc is the chemical potential;
T is the temperature; e is the electronic charge; h is the reduced Planck constant; ε is the energy; fd is the
Fermi-Dirac distribution, which can be expressed as
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In Eq. (2), kB is Boltzmann's constant. Usually, room temperature (T = 300K) is selected, Γ = 1/2τ, τ is the
relaxation time, and the typical value is selected [32] τ = 1 ps. The first term of the integral on the right side of
the equation is contributed by the graphene in-band transition, and the second term of the integral is
contributed by the inter-band transition. In the terahertz band, the conductivity of graphene is mainly
contributed by in-band transitions. According to the Drude model [33–36], the first term (in-band
conductivity σintra) on the right side of Eq. (1) can be further rewritten as
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From Eq. (3), the surface conductivity of graphene varies with the chemical potential relationship is
shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that when the frequency is constant, as the chemical potential
increases, the real part of the graphene conductivity increases and the imaginary part decreases.
Therefore, the imaginary part of the graphene surface conductivity occupies at a higher frequency.
Leading role, and the tunability of graphene surface conductivity can be achieved by adjusting the
chemical potential.
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2.2 Graphene Chemical Potential and Bias Electric Field

From Eq. (3), it can be seen that the surface conductivity of graphene can be controlled by chemical
potential. In order to control the surface conductivity of graphene, the relationship between the chemical
potential and the bias electrostatic field E0 must be determined (Fig. 2). According to the research results
in the literature [30,37,38], under the condition of gate voltage, the relationship between the chemical
potential μc of the graphene patch supported by the dielectric substrate and the bias electrostatic field E0

[24] is

E0 ¼ e

ph2m2FEb

Z1
0

EfdðEÞ � fdðEþ 2lcÞdE (4)

where the electron velocity independent of the energy band is νF = 106 m/s, and εb is the dielectric constant of
the homogeneous medium on the side of the electric displacement vector. The bias electric field can be
changed by applying a bias voltage. It can be seen from Eq. (4) that the surface conductivity of graphene
can be adjusted by changing the bias voltage. The chemical potential μc is determined by a numerical
calculation method, and E0 is calculated.

Figure 1: Comparison of conductivity and different operating conditions

Figure 2: Comparison of E0 against increasing μc
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2.3 Equivalent Circuit Model of Graphene Antenna

In order to calculate the input impedance of the graphene reconfigurable antenna, the equivalent circuit
model of the rectangular microstrip antenna is studied, as shown in Fig. 3.

According to the theory of microstrip antenna [39], a rectangular microstrip antenna can be equivalent to
two parallel open slots connected by a transmission line. The equivalent admittance of the open slot is
represented by Ysn =Gsn + iωCsn (where n = 1, 2, … , Gsn is the radiation conductance, and Csn is the
capacitance caused by the edge effect), the input admittance of the transmission line is Ycn, and Ysn is
formed in parallel with Ycn, etc. Effective transmission line admittance Yline and equivalent radiation patch
admittance Ypatch. At this time, the input admittance Yin of the antenna is formed by the parallel
connection of Yline and Ypatch and the coupling capacitor C in series, that is, Yin = Yline + Ypatch + iωC. Yline
(n = 1) and Ypatch(n = 2) [40] can be expressed as

Yline patchð Þ ¼ Ysn þ Y0n
Ysn þ Y0n tan cnLnð Þ
Y0n þ Ysn tan cnLnð Þ (5)

where Y0n is the characteristic admittance, Ln is the length of the conductive patch, and γn [40] can be
expressed as

cn ¼ acn þ adn þ ib ¼ Rs

Z0nWn
þ k0ErðEen � 1Þ tan d

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Een

p ðEr � 1Þ þ ib (6)

where αcn is the conduction loss; αdn is the dielectric loss; β is the phase constant; Z0n is the characteristic
impedance; Wn is the width of the patch; k0 is the size of the free space wave vector; εr is the relative
permittivity of the substrate; εen is the effective dielectric constant of the microstrip line; tan δ is the
dielectric loss tangent of the substrate; Rs is the surface resistance of the conductor, which can be
expressed as

Figure 3: Equivalent circuit model of the proposed antenna
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Rs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xl0
2rv

r
(7)

where μ0 is the vacuum permeability; σv is the bulk conductivity of the conductor (that is, the equivalent bulk
conductivity of graphene), which can be expressed as [41] σv = σ2/dg, where dg is the equivalent thickness of
graphene.

Graphene is used as antenna radiation conductance patch and microstrip transmission line. According to
Eqs. (5)–(7), the surface conductivity of graphene rs ¼ r0s þ ir00s is an item of antenna input admittance
Yin, which is connected in parallel under the conditions of resonance and series resonance, the imaginary
part of the input admittance is 0, and the input impedance of the corresponding antenna is different. The
relationship between the input impedance Zin of the graphene antenna and the input admittance is Zin
=1/Yin. Therefore, the bias voltage directly affects the input impedance of the antenna. Under the
impedance matching condition, the resonant frequency of the antenna is shifted. Using the dynamic
tenability of the graphene surface conductivity, the antenna frequency can be reconstructed. The input
resistance curve and input reactance curve of the graphene patch antenna are calculated separately. The
calculation results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, where Re(·) and Im(·) represents the real and imaginary
parts of the input impedance. It can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5 that by changing the chemical potential of
graphene μc, the resonant frequency of the graphene antenna can be frequency shifted. When the
chemical potential increases, the resonance frequency value increases, the input resistance value
decreases, and the influence of the frequency change on the input reactance becomes smaller.

Figure 4: Comparison of input resistance with different μc

Figure 5: Comparison of input reactance with different μc
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3 Proposed Antenna Design

Based on Fig. 3 and Eqs. (3)–(7), a graphene-based variable frequency antenna is designed. The antenna
size parameters are shown in Tab. 1. The structure of the antenna is shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Table 1: Proposed antenna parameters

Component Parameter Value (μm)

Silicon Height h1 0.525

Patch Length h 98.5

Width W 133.2

Substrate (Polyimide) Length Ls 210

Width Ws 433.5

Height h 18

Microstrip line Length L01 16.98

Length L02 30

Length L03 13

Width W 0
1 6

Width W 0
2 6

Width W 0
3 20

Figure 6: Proposed antenna structure (a) top view (b) left view
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4 Simulation Results and Analysis

In this antenna structure, graphene is used as a rectangular radiation patch and a microstrip transmission
line, and high-resistance silicon is used between the polyimide substrate and the ground. The radiating patch
and Si are connected by wires of a bias electric field. The lateral dimension of graphene is greater than 100
nm, and the discussed model is suitable for this structure. The length of the transmission line in the antenna
structure is used to match the impedance of the radiation patch and the terahertz source, and the width of the
microstrip line is used to improve the gain and efficiency of the antenna, and to compensate for the
impedance mismatch loss. Substrate (polyimide: εr = 3.5, tan δ = 0.008) low dielectric constant
characteristics help to increase the radiation efficiency in the radiation direction [42].

We use Ansys-HFSS simulation antenna to study the radiation characteristics of graphene antenna. By
adjusting the graphene chemical potential, the antenna can work at 695.55, 698.10, 701.55, 703.15,
705.05 GHz. At each resonant frequency fres, the relative impedance bandwidth of the antenna at −10 dB
return loss is greater than 4.5%, as shown in Fig. 7. When the antenna works at different resonant
frequencies, the radiation direction of the antenna is shown in Fig. 8. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that
when the elevation angle θ = 0°, the radiation gain of the graphene antenna is the largest, which is mainly
because the gain of the antenna is affected by the reflector and the antenna structure. In the selected
5 working frequency bands, the antenna maximum radiation gain exceeds 5.8 dBi.

As shown in Figs. 7 and 8, by controlling the chemical potential, the graphene-based frequency
reconfigurable antenna can achieve 5 continuous working frequency bands, and has smaller backlobe
radiation and better frontlobe radiation in the working frequency band. The specific antenna radiation
performance is shown in Tab. 2.

It can be seen from Tab. 2 that when the chemical potential increases, the antenna radiation efficiency
increases and the relative impedance bandwidth decreases. The influence of the chemical potential on the
antenna operating frequency is consistent with the research results based on the equivalent circuit model.
Based on the designed antenna structure (Figs. 6a and 6b) and expressions (5)∼(7), a numerical model is
established to obtain the input impedance curve, which reveals the antenna resonance characteristics and
the graphene variable surface conductance rate relationship. According to the reference [38], the value of
the circuit component parameters such as radiation conductance and inductive capacitance can be
calculated. The parameters of the equivalent circuit component are shown in Tab. 3.

Figure 7: Comparison of the return loss of the proposed antenna at different frequencies
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Table 3: Comparison of equivalent circuit parameters of the proposed antenna

Resonance
frequency (GHz)

Gs1 (μS) Gs2 (μS) μc (eV) Cs1 (μS) Cs2 (μS) C (fF)

695.55 11.7072 1.0598 0 409.10 2.3689 1.3

698.10 11.7946 1.0677 0.1 408.99 2.3387 0.2

701.55 11.9107 1.0782 0.25 408.85 2.3278 0.9

703.15 11.9610 1.0827 0.45 408.79 2.3240 0.9

705.05 12.0286 1.0889 1 408.71 2.3212 0.9

Figure 8: Comparison of the radiation pattern of the proposed antenna

Table 2: Comparison of the radiation performance of the proposed antenna

Resonance
frequency
(GHz)

Absolute impedance
BW (GHz)

Max radiation
gain (dBi)

μc
(eV)

Relative impedance
BW (%)

Directivity
(dBi)

Radiation
efficiency
(%)

695.55 678.25–713.65 5.82 0 5.08 8.01 72.56

698.10 680.75–715.95 6.33 0.1 5.04 8.02 79.00

701.55 685.10–718.55 6.66 0.25 4.77 8.01 83.10

703.15 687.05–720.05 6.80 0.45 4.70 8.01 84.80

705.05 689.95–721.75 6.92 1 4.63 8.01 86.48
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From Eqs. (5)–(7), it can be seen that the surface conductivity σs of graphene is one of the antenna input
admittance Yin, and the resonance characteristics of the graphene antenna can be obtained by changing the
chemical potential, as shown in Fig. 9. It reveals the relationship between the chemical potential μc and
the resonance frequency fres. The larger the chemical potential μc, the greater the resonance frequency fres.
However, as the chemical potential μc increases, the control ability of graphene is limited, and the bias
voltage is considered comprehensively. The influence of substrate dielectric constant and thickness on the
chemical potential of graphene, the range of μc is 0~1 eV. When the designed antenna structure increases
from 0 eV to 1 eV, the corresponding resonant frequency rises from 695.55 GHz to 705.05 GHz. When
the specified antenna working frequency is between 695.55~705.05 GHz, it can pass Fine-tune the
chemical potential (bias voltage) to realize the function of the antenna working at the specified frequency
point; if the specified antenna working frequency is not within this range, you need to change the antenna
structure or adjust the antenna size to realize the function of the antenna working at the specified
frequency point. Based on the theoretical calculation and Ansys-HFSS simulation methods, the two
curves obtained have the same trend, but there are differences. This is because the coupling effect
between the microstrip transmission lines is ignored in the theoretical calculation.

The antenna radiation characteristics in different references are shown in Tab. 4. The graphene frequency
reconfigurable antenna has obvious advantages in radiation characteristics: when the resonant frequency is
705.05 GHz, the maximum radiation gain is 6.92 dBi (Tab. 2). Compared with the antenna in the references
[31,43–46], the designed antenna radiation efficiency is higher.

Figure 9: Comparison of the fres of the proposed antenna

Table 4: Comparison of radiation performance of the existing antennas

Parameter Reference [31] Reference [43] Reference [44] Reference [45] Reference [46]

fres (GHz) 750 770 6000 1500 720 1425 1325

Max radiation gain (dBi) 5.09 5.07 3.27 0 3.852 - -

Impedance BW (%) 6.67 6.67 12.83 - 13.36 - -

Directivity (dBi) 5.71 5.70 7.56 - 6,456 - -

Radiation efficiency (%) 86.58 86.43 37.17 - 54.9 43 44.5
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5 Conclusion

The graphene-based frequency reconfigurable antenna has no external electronic components, and can
work at 695.55, 698.10, 701.55, 703.15, 705.05 GHz and 5 resonance frequency points, and has
678.25~721.75 GHz. The graphene conductivity is changed by an external bias voltage to achieve
antenna frequency tunability. An equivalent circuit model based on a graphene antenna is proposed,
which explains the reason for the frequency tunability, and compares it with the simulation results of
Ansys-HFSS The numerical calculation method further verifies the feasibility of the antenna design and
helps to analyze the resonance performance of the antenna. Through simulation, the relative impedance
bandwidth of each operating frequency band is greater than 4.5%. When the resonance frequency is
705.05 GHz, the radiation maximum gain is 6.92 dBi. When the resonance frequency is 695.55 GHz, the
minimum radiation gain is 5.82 dB. Compared with other graphene-based terahertz antennas, the
proposed antenna has a larger radiation gain. In addition, the radiation efficiency of the proposed antenna
is much greater than that of traditional antennas. Therefore, the proposed graphene-based frequency
reconfigurable antenna has advantages in terms of structure, radiation gain, and radiation efficiency.
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